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FETAL AND NEONATAL ALLOIMMUNE
THROMBOCYTOPENIA
And 

Platelet transfusion
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OBJECTIVES

Explain how platelet immunization occurs.

Describe platelet antigens and antibodies associated with 
FNAIT.

Discuss clinical concerns and treatment for FNAIT.
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WHAT IS FETAL AND NEONATAL 
ALLOIMMUNE THROMBOCYTOPENIA

 Fetal and Neonatal Alloimmune Thrombocytopenia is the alloimmunization of the 
mother against the fetus’s platelets antigen(s)  inherited from the father.

 Human Platelet Antigens (HPA) immunization is rare but it can happen when the 
mother produces an antibody to a fetal platelet antigen. The antibody crosses the 
placenta and destroys fetal platelets resulting in thrombocytopenia of the fetus 
and newborn babies. 

 Neonatal thrombocytopenia is defined as a platelet count of <100,000 
platelets/ul.
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WHAT IS FNAIT?
 FNAIT was first reported in the literature in 1953 and 

is estimated to occur as many as 1 in 1200 live 
births.

 Platelet alloimmunization can affect the first 
pregnancy (as red cell alloimmunization usually does 
not). 

 Frequency of alloimmunization during the first 
incompatible pregnancy is as high as 24% and is 
seen as early as 17 weeks.

 The chance of a subsequent pregnancy being 
affected increases with severity. 4
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AUTOIMMUNE VS ALLOIMMUNE THROMBOCYTOPENIA

 It is important to differentiate between autoimmune and alloimmune 
thrombocytopenia.

 Autoimmune Thrombocytopenia involves the destruction of both 
maternal and fetal platelets due to the mother’s autoantibodies.

 Alloimmune Thrombocytopenia affects only the platelets of the fetus 
and newborn. 
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PLATELET ANTIGEN ASSOCIATED WITH FNAITPLATELET ANTIGEN ASSOCIATED WITH FNAIT

 Currently there are 33 known human platelet alloantigens (HPAs) expressed on 
6 platelet membrane glycoproteins: GPIa, GPIbα, GPIbβ, GPIIb, GPIIIa and 
CD109.

 The more common alleles are designated as “a” and less common alleles as “b”.

 The immunodominant antigen HPA-1a is present in 98% of the population. 
These people will be typed as HPA-1a/HPA-1a or HPA-1a/HPA-1b 

 Only 2% of the population is HPA-1a negative and typed as HPA-1b/HPA-1b 
and these people can produce anti-HPA-1a when they are exposed to the HPA-
1a antigen during platelet transfusion or pregnancy. 
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HPA ANTIGENS ON THE 6 MEMBRANE GLYCOPROTEINS
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HPA ANTIGENS /ANTIBODIES
HPA-1a
HPA-1a is the best known antigen.  It is expressed on GPIIIa.
Anti-HPA-1a antibodies cause the majority (85%) of 
serologically   confirmed FNAIT cases in which maternal 
platelet-specific antibody is detected. Also associated with 
PTP.

HPA-5b
HPA-5b antigen is the second most common cause of FNAIT. 
However the degree of antigen expression is lower for HPA-5, 
and the severity of thrombocytopenia tends to be milder. 8
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HPA ANTIGEN/ANTIBODIES

HPA-4 antigens are also expressed on GPIIIa and have 
been associated with FNAIT.

HPA-4b antigen is very rare in Caucasians but more 
frequent in Asian populations, in which anti-HPA-4a and 
anti-HPA-4b are implicated in alloimmune platelet disorder.
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HPAS ASSOCIATED WITH FNAIT

HPA-3a/ HPA-3b
HPA 3 antigen is expressed on GPIIb. It 
is difficult to detect since it is denatured 
when extracted.

HPA-6bw and HPA-21bwa
Antigen frequency is 1-2% in Japanese. 
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CLINICAL PRESENTATION OF FNAIT

 The clinical presentation depends on the 
time of onset and severity of the 
thrombocytopenia.

 The most common symptom is bleeding into 
the skin resulting in petechiae and 
ecchymoses within a few hours after birth.

.  
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CLINICAL PRESENTATION OF FNAIT (CONT)

 In severe cases, FNAIT can result in bleeding into a major organ, 
such as lung, gastrointestinal and intracranial hemorrhage (ICH) 
resulting in death or long-term disability. 

 Mortality rate ranges from 1% to 10%.

 Long-term complication include mental retardation, cerebral palsy, 
cortical blindness and seizures.
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CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS
 The first pregnancy affected by FNAIT is usually not 

detected until the delivery of a symptomatic child.

 Doctor may first suspect FNAIT when babies are born 
with bruises and rash. There is usually no opportunity 
for antenatal therapy.

 However, for subsequent pregnancies at risk of 
FNAIT, treatment can be given with the aim of 
maintaining a fetal platelet count adequate to prevent 
serious bleeding.
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PREGNANCY MANAGEMENT

Currently, there is no routine HPA prenatal 
screening.

 The history of a previously affected child, especially 
if that child develops intracranial hammorage, is the 
strongest predictor of recurrence and severity of 
FNAIT in the future pregnancy.
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PREGNANCY MANAGEMENT

HPA antibody titer itself is not correlated with the clinical 
severity of FNAIT and severe disease can occur even with 
low HPA titers.

Pregnancy management includes planned delivery and 
maternal avoidance of non steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs 
(NSAIDs) and aspirin during pregnancy. 
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LAB TESTING AND DIAGNOSIS

 Maternal platelet counts

 Maternal-paternal platelet antigen typing

 Maternal HPA antibody testing

 Paternal platelet antigen genotype.

 Percutaneous umbilical cord blood sampling 
(PUBS)

. 16
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LABORATORY TESTING
Ultrasound can be used to determine evidence of 
intracranial hemorrhage in the fetus.

Amniocentesis : Baby’s platelet type can be 
determined by amniotic fluid sample. This procedure 
is usually done after 15 weeks of pregnancy. With 
the aid of the ultrasound, a needle is guided through 
the mother’s abdomen and into the amniotic sac 
around the baby. 

Cordocentesis : Also called fetal blood sampling or 
percutaneous umbilical cord blood sampling 
(PUBS). This procedure is like amniocentesis, 
except the needle is inserted into the umbilical cord 
to get the sample of blood. This test directly 
measures the baby’s platelet count. 
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LABORATORY TESTING (CONT)

 DNA based testing is more favorable testing then 
the invasive procedure such as PUBS

 Platelet genotype from paternal and maternal 
should be consider in the high risk pregnancy
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TREATMENT

 Intravenous Immunoglobulin : Weekly IVIG treatment for the mother 
should be started in the second trimester as the first line of therapy. It 
helps prevent intracranial hemorrhage with or without Prednisone.

 With increasing concerns about the potential risks of fetal blood sampling 
and intrautrine transfusion, there has been a gradual change recently to 
the use of IVIG-based treatment regimens for FNAIT. Maternal IVIG has 
been shown in observational studies to be an effective therapy for at-risk 
pregnancies and is now widely used in the antenatal management.

19

TREATMENT

Prolonged use of IVIG and corticosteroids during pregnancy 
are associated with adverse effects as well.

 Although the side effects of IVIG are usually mild, hemolytic 
anemia, renal failure, aseptic meningitis, and thrombotic 
complications may occur.

Corticosteroids are associated with hypertension and 
diabetes. Both agents can affect the quality of life of 
patients. 20
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TREATMENT
Platelet transfusion is recommended for babies at risk of 

ICH.

Mother’s washed platelets is the product of choice but can 
use random donor platelet if mother’s not available. 

 In the absence of intracranial hemorrhage, prognosis is 
generally favorable.

Platelet count will usually improve in 8 to 10 days. 
21
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